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Abstract: This study is aimed to analyze gemination in tri-syllabic words in Persian. Data for the study is collected from 

Dehkhoda Medium Dictionary. The collected data categorized in different tables in Excel. To classify the data, various factors 

such as structure of syllable, number of morphemes, combination of morphemes (being simple word, derived, compound or 

derivational-compound), grammatical categories, and the language of origin are considered. The data is analyzed in three 

stages. First, the whole data including Persian and borrowed geminated words is studied. Then, Persian geminated words are 

selected and studied separately. Finally, the data is analyzed to answer the main question of current research: What types of 

morphemes in Persian can satisfy Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). This question leads the researchers to hypothesize that 

derivational morphemes can satisfy OCP. To examine this hypothesis, Optimality Theory (OT) employed to figure out the 

order of limitations in optimum syllabic combination. 
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1. Introduction 

Gemination and its usage in Persian is rarely studied, since 

many researchers may consider gemination as Arabic 

phonetical pattern that is borrowed and used in Persian. 

However, a few geminated words that trace back to Old 

Persian such as /parre/ are still in use in Modern Persian
1
. A 

few researches have been carried out on gemination in 

Persian from various perspectives like gemination in written 

Persian
2
, in syllabic structure

3
, and its changes in Persian

4
. 

This research, however, attempts to study the frequency of 

tri-syllabic geminated words in Persian, their syllabic 

structure, their origin, frequency of geminated consonants in 

tri-syllabic words, frequency of simple, derived and 

compound words, and probable constraints on occurrence of 

gemination in word or syllabic ending according to OT. The 

                                                             

1 VahidianKamyar, 1992: 26 

2 Vahidian Kamyar, 1992 

3 Bijankhan, 2005 

4 Kord Za’feranlu Kambuziya & Taj Abadi, 2012 

main objective of the study is presenting statistical results of 

the tri-syllabic geminated words in Persian to find out what 

type of morphemes can satisfy OPC. It is hypothesized that 

derivational morphemes play the most important role. 

2. Definition of Gemination 

Gemination has been defined in several ways which will 

be mentioned in the review of literature. Here, only Crystal’s 

(2008) is represented. According to him
5
: 

“Gemination is a term used in phonetics and phonology for 

a sequence of identical adjacent segments of a sound in a 

single morpheme, e.g. Italian notte /notte/ (‘night’). Because 

of the syllable division, a geminate sequence cannot be 

regarded as simply a ‘long’ consonant, and transcriptional 

differences usually indicate this, e.g. [-ff-] is geminate, [-f:] 

is long. The special behavior of geminates has been a 

particular focus in some approaches to non-linear phonology, 

as a part of the discussion of the way in which quantitative 
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phenomena should be represented. Those long segments 

which cannot be separated by epenthetic vowels (‘true’ 

geminates, represented with multiple associations) are said to 

display geminate ‘inseparability’ or ‘integrity’. Those which 

fail to undergo rules because only one part of the structure 

satisfies the structural description are said to display 

geminate ‘inalterability’. True geminates are contrasted with 

‘fake’ or ‘apparent’ geminates, where identical segments 

have been made adjacent through morphological 

concatenation.” 

3. Research Method 

The current corpus-based research has been conducted in 

three stages. First, 1535 geminated words has been selected 

among 60000 entries of Dehkhoda medium Dictionary. Then, 

all the words has been divided into groups based on several 

linguistic factors including word structure, number of 

morphemes, type of words (based on the combination of 

morphemes), grammatical categories, and the language of 

origin. The groups are registered separately in Excel and 

statistical analysis is conducted on these groups of words. 

Since the majority of geminated words are borrowed from 

Arabic (75.58 percent of the whole data), it was required to 

run the statistical analysis on two separate groups of words. 

Therefore, 371 Persian geminated words were studied and 

analyzed separately. The statistical analysis of these words 

lead to extraction of 101 geminated Persian words. The place 

of gemination in these words confirmed the hypothesis of the 

present research: no geminated consonant exists in word final 

position in Persian. 

4. Review of Literature 

Gemination in Persian has been studied from different 

points of views: gemination in written Persian, types of 

gemination in Persian, geminating and degeminating, and 

variation and changes in geminated sounds. The most 

important studies are mentioned in this part. 

In his descriptive study, Vahidian Kamyar (1992), defines 

geminatiom in this way: “when two same consonants become 

adjacent in a way that the first one has no vowel while the 

second one has a vowel, the former is omitted and the latter 

becomes geminated.” His study mostly deals with writing 

and diacritics. 

Mir’Emadi (1994) has concentrated on students’ problems 

in reading geminated words and discusses whether or not we 

need to show gemination while we are writing. He analyzes 

this phenomenon phonetically, and attempts to find the 

context in which gemination may occur. 

Samare
6

 (1985) who studied gemination phonetically, 

explains this phenomenon in Persian as an incomplete 

articulation. He states that when two same consonants or two 

distinguished consonants with the same place of articulation 

become adjacent, completion of one sound and preparation of 

                                                             

6 Samare, 1985: 45-46 

the adjacent sound come together which results in fusion and 

longer duration. So, to produce these two consonants, lips are 

closed just once and there is no preparation for the second 

consonant. 

In another study, Kord Za’feranlu Kambuziya (2006) 

presents two groups of words. Comparing these two groups 

shows that their difference is the occurrence of two same 

consonants in one group. She names this phenomenon as 

gemination. She studies differences in true and fake 

gemination, stylistic variation in using gemination, and the 

occurrence of consonant repetition, using gemination for 

rhyming in poetry, and degemination. 

Najafi
7

 (2011) defines gemination as a set of same 

phonemes. He believes that Persian vowels cannot be 

geminated; so, this phenomenon can only be found in 

consonants. As a result, it is better to call gemination as 

“repetitious consonant”. According to Najafi, gemination 

belongs to borrowed Arabic words and it can be omitted in 

Persian words except when omission can cause ambiguity. 

For Zabih Nia (2012), showing or not showing the 

gemination in Persian written form is the question of a study. 

He believes that Persian speakers are aware of the existence 

of gemination in the words they produce, but he doubts if 

showing written form of gemination can make reading easier 

for Persian speakers. He states that gemination in Persian is 

formed by a phonological rule and it is used by Persian 

speakers unconsciously. 

The process of gemination and degemination is studied by 

Kord Za’feranlu Kambuziya and Taj Abadi (2012). They 

study the phonological process that leads to the production of 

geminated consonants in some languages like Persian. They 

also declare that gemination and degemination are related to 

other phonological processes such as amplification, 

reduction, assimilation and compensatory lengthening. The 

main achievements of the study are the fact that 

degemination opposes gemination, and compensatory 

lengthening and consonant insertion are the most frequent 

phonological process after degemination. 

Finally, Zirk and Skaer (2013) attempt to give a new 

interpretation of phonetical opposition of geminated sounds, 

and the differences between the articulating process of lexical 

and post-lexical geminations. Their findings show that 

gemination within a word has the same duration as 

gemination between two words. However, articulation of 

gemination between two words lack [+tense] feature so, it 

has considerable impact on the vowels before geminated 

consonant. 

5. Theoretical Framework 

McCarthy’s (2008) optimality theory is the basis of the 

current study’s framework. In this approach, an input 

representation is related to a set of chosen output 

representation. Various types of filters operate on input to 

select a well-formed, optimum choice. The selection is 
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governed by the linguistic word-formation rules and 

limitations that are ordered according to the rules priority in 

each language
8
. 

In this research gemination is analyzed based on optimality 

framework. As Bijankhan
9
 suggests, phonological patterns of 

gemination in the boundary of two morphemes in Persian 

declare dissimilation. He considers three possible hypotheses 

for word final consonants: a) Final consonant cannot be 

geminated (there should be a phonological rule that makes a 

consonant geminated before vowels); b) final consonant can 

become geminated (because it makes articulation more 

natural and omission of a phonological element is more 

common that inserting one; c) final consonant can be 

considered as a changeable consonant (so that it can have a 

kind of realization when there is a vowel after that). 

Bijankhan explains the occurrence of gemination in 

word/syllable final position using optimality theory and 

indicates that there is a constructing limitation in Persian that 

does not allow word or syllable final gemination. Therefore, 

it is possible to consider words’ final position as obligatory 

contour boundary for gemination. He introduces three 

limitations for geminated final consonant in Persian: DEP-

IO, MAX-IO, and OCP. OCP forbids word final gemination, 

MAX-IO does not let omission of phonological element in 

input and DEP-IO constraints phonetical insertion in output. 

He defines six permutations among which the following is 

the optimum: 

(A) OCP >> MAX-IO, DEP-IO 

Here the order of DEP-IO, MAX-IO limitations is not 

significant. Tables 1 & 2 show the process of optimum 

selection. We can notice that either C1VC2 or C1VC2C2 as 

input has the same output of C1VC2. 

Table 1. C1VC2 is the input. 

C1VC2 OCP MAX-IO DEP-IO 

C1VC2    

C1VC2C2 *!  * 

Table 2. C1VC2C2 is the input. 

C1VC2C2 OCP MAX-IO DEP-IO 

C1VC2  *  

C1VC2C2 *!   

Bijankhan believes that in geminated words such as 

 (A right) the final consonant of the first syllable is 

geminated but the structure of the word leads to a separation 

in which the first member of the geminated consonant comes 

as a final consonant for the first syllable and the second 

geminated consonant becomes initial part of the second 

syllable. Therefore, this separation does not violate OCP 

limitation. This combination cannot choose the optimum 

selection, so requires new limitation. As noted here, 
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gemination and structure of syllable related to each other 

directly, so a new limitation is required. Bijankhan introduces 

alignment (ALIGN) limitation as follows: 

ALIGN (Stem, R, Syll, R): 

“There is a syllable for each root in a way that the right 

border of root coincide the right border of a syllable as if 

syllable and root has one border at right side.”
10

 

He explains that OCP constraint must govern ALIGN 

constraint because OCP prevent the occurrence of geminated 

consonant in syllable final position and can oppose ALIGN 

constraint which prevent the existence of two geminated 

consonants in syllable borders. Following tables show the 

function of these two constraints. Table 3 shows geminated 

words before affixes and table 4 shows geminated word 

combined with other words in which the second member of 

consonant cluster does not appear: 

Table 3. Geminated words before affixes. 

/C1VC2C2+e/i/ OCP ALIGN MAX-IO 

C1VC2.C2e/i  *  

C1VC2C2.e/i *!   

C1V.C2e/i  * * 

Table 4. Geminated word combined with other words. 

/C1VC2C2+CV…/ OCP ALIGN MAX-IO 

C1VC2.CV  * * 

C1VC2C2.CV *!   

In following section of this research these constraints and 

their function on tri-syllabic geminated words are analyzed. 

6. Data Analysis 

A few important facts should necessarily be noted first 

before starting data analysis: a) in data collecting, some 

entries were found that were written with a geminated 

consonant at word final position. As mentioned before, 

Persian word formation rules do not allow this; so, these 

entries were excluded from the current research; B) True 

gemination does not take place in the border of two 

morphemes of a compound word. For instance, in a word like 

 (same place) which consists of two morphemes 

/m/ is not a geminated phoneme; c) the words that are 

geminated due to stylistic differences, such as /sadde – i / 

versus /sade – i/ (easy) are excluded from this study; d) 

Onomatopoeic and expressive words that are geminated to 

show emphasize or showing excitement such as 

 (used for showing anger) are included in 

current research. 

6.1. Analysis of All Tri-syllabic Geminated Words 

In the first step of data analysis, a general overview of all 

geminated words is studied. This statistical analysis includes 
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all Persian and borrowed words. To find out the frequency of 

geminated words, all the depicted words were divided to 

several groups according to their syllabic structure. The 

result of the statistical analysis can be found in figure 1, 

shows that CV.CVC.CVC structure is the most frequent one 

with geminated consonant. In this research, 858 words with 

CV.CVC.CVC structure are found which stand far higher 

than second group. It should be mentioned that the majority 

of these words are simple words borrowed from Arabic; 

Persian words of this group are mostly derived ones. Among 

all other structures, CVCC.CVC.CV and CV.CVC.CVCC 

have the least number of words; only four geminated words 

with this structure were found. 

 

Figure 1. Syllabic Structure Type and Frequency of Tri-syllabic Geminated Words. 

Moreover, table 5 gives an example of each structure to clarify the differences of studied groups. The whole elicited data 

was 1535 geminated words. However, 23 words had double gemination like  (people’s right)    

(God’s right)    (stiffly); Therefore, 1558 tokens were analyzed. 

Table 5. Examples of Different Syllabic Types of whole data. 
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Figure 2 shows the origin of the words. According to this 

figure, among 1535 selected words, 1160 are Arabic, 371 

words are Persian, 2 words are Russian, and there exist 1 

Latin and 1 French word. In terms of Percentage, 75.58 

percent of words were Arabic, 24.17 were Persian, 0.13 were 

Russian, 0.06 was Latin and 0.06 was French. 

 

Figure 2. Frequency of Tri-syllabic Geminated words according to 

language. 

Table 6 shows borrowed geminated words from Russian, 

French and Latin. 

Table 6. Non-Arabic Geminated Borrowed Words. 

 

The collected data is also analyzed according to the 

number of morphemes. Figure 3 shows that 1116 words of 

whole data, 72.70 percent, consist of one morpheme; 346 

words, 22.54 percent, have two morphemes and only 73 

words, 4.76 percent, are made up of three morphemes. 

 

Figure 3. Tri-syllabicGeminated Words based on Number of Morphemes. 

Figure 4 shows different types of words based on 

morphemes combination. As it is shown, the majority of 

words, 1143 words which means 72.7 percent, are simple 

ones; 246 words, 13.87 Percent, are compound and 180 

words, 11.37 percent, are derived words. The rest, 26 words, 

are derivational- compound words. 

 

Figure 4. Frequency of Geminated Words based on Type of Words. 

Figure 5 divided the words based on their grammatical 

category including: noun, adjective, adverb, verb, sentence, 

infinitive, short infinitive, derived nominal, denominal verbs, 

minor clause, relative pronoun, conjunctives, onomatopoeic 

words, reduplicated phrase and conjunctive phrase. 

Geminated adjectives are the most frequent in Persian: 777, 

50.61 percent of tri-syllabic geminated words are adjectives. 

Then infinitives and nouns are the most frequent with 

correspondingly 359 and 200 words. The least frequent 

grammatical categories are short infinitive and verb with only 

one word for each of them. 

 

Figure 5. Frequency of tri-syllabic geminated words based on grammatical 

category. 

Figure 6 distinguishes the words with the geminated 

phonemes in the border of first and second syllables from the 

ones with the geminated phoneme in the border of second 

and third syllables. In general, there were 1547 words with 

geminated phoneme in the border (12 was double 

geminated). A glance at the figure 6 indicates that the 

number of the words with geminated phonemes in the border 

of second and third syllable is more frequent with the total 

number of 1113, 71.95 percent. Moreover, the most frequent 

geminated phoneme in the words with geminated phonemes 

in the border of first and second syllable is /r/ with 81 words 

and /l/ with 57 words while  never occurred. On the 
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other hand, /l/ was the most frequent geminated phoneme in 

the words with geminated phonemes in the border of second 

and third syllable, occurring 145 times while /r/ was the 

second one occurring 141 times. had no frequency. 

 

Figure 6. Frequency of geminated phonemes in the border of syllables. 

Table 7 is allocated to the 11 words in which geminated phoneme placed in the third syllable. It is necessary to say that the 

words with geminated words in one syllable are mainly used for emphasis or demonstration of excitement
11

. In table 7, C1 

shows syllable border and C2 shows geminated phoneme in one syllable. 

Table 7. Frequency of words with geminated phoneme in one syllable. 

 

Table 8 shows the sequence of the vowels in syllabic structure of geminated words. Total number of possible sequence of 

long and short vowels is 216. However, 123 sequences are not found in geminated words that were analyzed in this research. It 

seems that short vowels usually come before geminated consonant while long vowels mostly come after12. For instance, in / 
 (materials), long vowel /i/ is recognizable. Actually, it is /e/ in /  (material) that is changed to /i/ because it 

assimilates to its’ following consonant. According to table 8, the most frequent sequences are /oaa/, and /aao/ which take place 

339 and 289 times correspondingly. The least frequent sequences belong to sequence of long vowels. 

Table 8. Frequency of vowels’ sequence in geminated words. 
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12 Kord Za’feranlu Kambuziya, 2006: 350 
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6.2. Analysis of Persian Tri-syllabic Geminated Words 

The main goal of the research in this part is analyzing 371 

Persian geminated words to find out the most frequent 

syllabic structure, grammatical categories, and word 

structure. Figure 7 illustrates the Persian geminated words 

based on their syllabic structure. The most frequent structure 

according to figure 7 is CVC.CV.CV with 133 samples, and 

the least frequent one is CVCC.CVC.CV with 4 samples. It 

should be noted that 125 words with CVC.CV.CV syllabic 

structure are derived words. 

 

Figure 7. Frequency of syllabic structure of Persian geminated words. 

Table 9 indicates a statistical analysis of combination of 

morphemes in Persian geminated words. As mentioned 

before, the majority of tri-syllabic geminated Persian words 

are derived. The next level is occupied by compound words 

with 155 words and the least frequent structure belongs to 

simple words. Indeed, 279 words consist of two morphemes, 

70 consist of three morphemes and 22 are simple words. 

Table 9. Frequency of Persian geminated words based on combination of 

morphemes. 

Type of words Frequency 

Derived 168 

Compound 155 

Derivational Compound 26 

Simple 22 

Table 10 shows the grammatical category of Persian 

geminated words. According to this analysis, the most 

geminated Persian category is adjective, while short infinitive 

and denominal verb are the least frequent with only one 

occurrence. 

Table 10. Frequency of tri-syllabic geminated Persian words based on 

grammatical category. 

Category Frequency Category Frequency 

adjective 166 Infinitive 6 

derived nominal 95 adverb 6 

Noun 83 Short infinitive 1 

onomatopoeic words 13 denominal verb 1 

6.3. Analysis of Data based on Optimality Theory 

In this part the collected data is analyzed based on 

optimality theory. As mentioned before, OCP constraints the 

occurrence of gemination in words’ final position. Moreover, 

the limitations introduced as OCP, MAX-IO, DEP-IO cannot 
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lead to the optimum selection. Thus, another limitation 

defined as ALIGN is required. In this part, Persian tri-

syllabic words are analyzed according to ALIGN constraint. 

Focusing on this constraint 101 Persian tri-syllabic 

geminated words can be studied among 371 selected words. 

Figure 8 shows the statistical distribution of these words. 

Since ALIGN constraint should be studied on the border of 

two morphemes, the simple words are excluded. 

 

Figure 8. Frequency of words based on combination of morphemes (Final Data). 

Table 11 shows the frequency of data showed in figure 8 according to grammatical category where adjectives and nouns are 

located in the highest rank. 

Table 11. Frequency of words based on grammatical category. 

category Frequency Category Frequency 

Adjective 43 Infinitive 5 

Noun 42 Adverb 2 

Derived nominal 9   

Various derivational suffixes are added to the simple words which result in gemination process. Table 12 shows these affixes 

with a Persian instance for each. 

Table 12. Derivational suffixes in tri-syllabic geminated Persian words. 

 

 

In the collected data, 44 compound words exist in which 

the second member of geminated consonant cluster appears 

due to combination of two morphemes. Most of these 

compound words are reduplicated or conjunctive phrases. It 

seems that occurrence of /va/ in Persian (“and” in English), 

which pronounces as /o/ leads to appearance of second 

consonant and gemination. For instance, in a word like 

 (faint) the geminated consonant, , appears 

because of /o/ in the second syllable while in its infinitive 

form as  is pronounced just once since there 

is no vowel after that. 

In this part, some derived tri-syllabic geminated Persian 

samples are analyzed through OCP, MAX-IO, and ALIGN 

constraints. Table 13 shows three possible situations of 

gemination’s occurrence. By analyzing these three 

constraints, we can figure out which structure is suitable for 
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derived words. In table 13, a Persian word is analyzed which 

is pronounced as  (loose) in normal condition, but by 

adding a causative suffix,  a vowel comes after /G/ 

and provides the opportunity of the second consonant’s 

appearance. If we consider  (loosen) as deep 

structure, then three syllabic structures are possible: 

 According to 

the introduced constraints,  cannot be the 

optimum choice since it violates all constraints except OCP. 

 also violates OCP which is the most important 

constraint here. Therefore, the optimum choice is / 

 which violates only ALIGN limitation. 

Table 13. Three possible situations of gemination’s occurrence in derived 

word  

 

Table 14 analyzes another instance of derived word in 

which the second member of geminated consonant cluster 

appears when the suffix is added to the root. The analyzed 

word consists of  (total) with adverb making /-i/ 

suffix. Here, the only possible optimum choice is / 

 (totally), since it only violates ALIGN constraint; 

while  violates OCP and  violates two 

constraints. 

Table 14. Three possible situations of gemination’s occurrence in derived 

word  

 

All derived words of current research’s data with the 

suffixes in table 12 follow the same rule mentioned above. 

Table 15 shows the order of constraints in compound 

words. The analyzed word is consists of two simple words, 

 (special) and  (general), that are connected to 

each other by /o/ Here again, the optimum construction is 

, since it shows least violation. 

Table 15. The order of constraints in compound word . 

 

7. Results 

The main achievements of current study at the first stage 

are as follows: 

(1) The most frequent syllabic structure of tri-syllabic 

geminated words is CV.CVC.CVC with 858 words of 

1535 analyzed words in this study. 

(2) The majority of tri-syllabic geminated words in 

Persian, almost 75 percent of analyzed data of this 

study, are borrowed from Arabic and only four words 

are borrowed from other languages. 

(3) It was presupposed that most of the geminated words 

should contain more than one morpheme; however, the 

analysis showed that 72.7 percent of geminated words 

were simple, which are borrowed mostly from Arabic. 

Other words are compound, derived and derivational-

compound respectively. 

(4) The most frequent tri-syllabic geminated words were 

adjectives (50.61 percent of whole data). Infinitives 

stand at the second rank. 

(5) Regarding to the analysis of geminated phonemes in 

the border of syllables, the most frequent phonemes 

were found. In the border of first and second syllables, 

/r/ occurred more than others s and  could 

not be found. In the border of second and third 

syllables, the most frequent phonemes were /l/ and /r/ 

while could not be found. 

(6) In Persian, geminated phonemes do not come at the 

end of one syllable when a word with potential 

gemination used separately and the geminated 

phoneme distributed in two syllables when a vowel 

comes after, except when a speaker wants to show 

excitement or emphasize. In the analyzed data, 11 

words were found in which both parts of geminated 

phonemes occurred in one syllable. The geminated 

phonemes in this situation were . 

(7) Possible vowel sequences in Persian geminated words 

are 216 combinations, but 123 sequences could not be 

found in this analysis. The most frequent vowel 

sequence was /oaa/ with 339 founded case. In this 

analyzed data, only 4 samples were found with the 

combination of three long vowels. It can be interpreted 

that mostly short vowels come before geminated 

consonants. 

In the second part only Persian geminated words were 

studied. The main achievements of the second part are as 

follows: 

(1) The most frequent syllabic structure is CVC.CV.CV 

that was found 133 times. This finding is in accordance 

with the whole data. It can be inferred that the 

occurrence of geminated consonants is more probable 

in open syllables. 

(2) Among Persian geminated words, derived ones were 

the most frequent. Unlike the analysis of whole data in 

which the simple words stood in first rank, here the 

simple words were the least frequent words. It can be 

inferred that gemination is not a common phonological 

process in Persian and it usually takes place as a result 

of combination of morphemes. Moreover, the words 

formed by two morphemes are the most frequent ones 

with 279 instances. This can confirm that gemination is 

usually happens in the border of two morphemes in 

Persian. 

(3) Analyzing various grammatical categories showed that 
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adjectives are the most frequent tri-syllabic geminated 

Persian words with 166 instances. This result is in 

accordance with the analysis of the whole data. 

The last part of study is related to the analysis of the 

collected data according to optimality theory. The results are 

as follows: 

(1) The most frequent grammatical categories in this 

analysis were adjectives and nouns. 

(2) In the analyzed data, compound words had the highest 

frequency with 44 instances. The simple words were 

excluded from this part of study, since appearance of 

second member of geminated cluster is due to 

combination of two morphemes. Among whole data, 

28 instances were derived words that usually came 

with suffixes such as . 

(3) In this part of data analysis, the main purpose is to 

study three constraints: OCP, ALIGN, and MAX-IO to 

find out the optimum choice. Where the deep structure 

of a derived word was [C1VC2C2+derivational 

morpheme], while all suffixes start with a vowel, the 

optimum choice was /C1VC2.C2V…/. The same 

syllabic structure was acceptable when two words 

connected by /o/, violating only ALIGN constraint. 

8. Conclusion 

Majority of tri-syllabic geminated words in Persian (75%) 

are borrowed from Arabic. In Persian there is no geminated 

consonant at the end of syllable except when a speaker wants 

to show excitement or emphasize. In geminated words, most 

frequent vowel sequences are combinations of short vowels. 

Open syllables were preferred for geminated syllabic 

structures and CVC.CV.CV is the popular one. Moreover, 

derived words have a lot of occurrence which shows that 

most of Persian geminated words consist of an Arabic word 

plus a derivational suffix. Most of these derivational suffixes 

are adjective makers; therefore adjectives are most frequent 

among other grammatical categories. 
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